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PROJECT DETAILS

A Staff Augmentation

B Jan 2016 - Ongoing

C Confidential

D
"They have an awesomely friendly

company culture that makes a stable

team possible over 4 years and

counting!" 

PROJECT SUMMARY

Edvantis augmented the team of a

healthcare software development

company. The team provides nearshore

development services for the client.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

The client's company has a

dedicated customer base, reflecting

on the quality of their

products. Edvantis fully integrated

with the client's company,

establishing a smooth workflow.

The team is talented, hard-working,

and experienced.
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Edvantis

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

Doc Cirrus is a software company developing next generation

products that connect and enable doctors, pharmacists,

patients and other healthcare providers. I lead the software

development team, currently around 20.

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Edvantis?

We needed to flexibly grow our software development team

and have had great success with Edvantis providing a fixed

near-shore team of highly skilled developers. Some key product

components are developed by Edvantis.

What were your goals for this project?

Create the most modern innovative software product, that

allows our company to fulfill its mission.

E Ronald Wertlen
Head of Software Development,

Doc Cirrus GmbH

G Information technology

F Berlin, Germany

CLIENT RATING

4.5
Overall Score

Quality: 4.5

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 4.5

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor?

We started with small projects at several Eastern European

providers and stayed with the best one.

Describe the project in detail.

Starting with a team of 3 developers, we have grown to a strength

of 7. Edvantis regularly offers new developers for the team.

Departures are immediately filled with equivalent personell. The

team is 100% dedicated to Doc Cirrus, and all tasks are led and

managed from our Berlin offices. Because the team has stayed

stable, tech onboarding of new team members is handled

remotely and efficiently.

What was the team composition?

1 Agile scrum team of 6 developers and 1 lead developer.

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

Our large customer base stands for the progress and success of

our work.

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

The team is fully integrated in our agile Scrum method, meaning

daily standups and daily technical meetings. Additionally, the

team participates actively in all sprint reviews/ planning

meetings, etc. The team is highly reliable and always responsive.

Edvantis
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What did you find most impressive about this
company?

Excellent offering - great developers with great value. They have

an awesomely friendly company culture that makes a stable

team possible over 4 years and counting!

Are there any areas for improvement?

Prices have increased in the past years as the Ukrainian market

approaches Western standards.

engagement@edvantis.com

+49 30 25493-196

www.edvantis.com

Edvantis
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